MEDIA
COLLABORATIONS

Eats & Retreats aims to connect
influencers and villa owners in
order to establish mutually
beneficial partnerships and
contribute to each other's growth
and prosperity

Mobile accounts for 37%
of travelers shopping for
flights and 43% for
accommodation, while
67% use smartphones
for travel inspiration.
And we want to be
there!

We want to inspire and engage

travelers at the right moment

& the right place

55% of people like
social media pages
related to trips they
are planning

78% of travelers said
informative content
from destinations,
influencers or travel
brands can influence
their decision-making
process.
So, travellers want us to
be there!

WHY DO WE LOVE

SOCIAL MEDIA,

CONTENT MARKETING

Visual matters! 87% of
online marketers use
video content with
Instagram & YouTube
as the most influential
channels
Over 100 millions of
YouTube visitors per
month are travellers.

& INFLUENCERS?

Guest articles & Sponsored Posts

Eats & Retreats has a rapidly
growing travel blog, and we
encourage content exchange &
link building.

Instagram Giveaways

Projects with travel blogs & magazines

LET'S WORK TOGETHER!
Our goal is to reach the specific
target audience and to connect
villas with the right guests
profile. To do that, we are
collaborating with various
players in the travel industry.

MODELS OF
PARTNERSHIPS

Influencer campaigns | Affiliate partnerships

It is hard to imagine the modern digital
marketing without influencers. That's why
we are constantly involved in launching
joint projects with travel bloggers with min.
of 50K followers. Moreover, we are
welcoming them to share the profit with
such from every booking made from their

Eats & Retreats pays a lot of
attention to the social media
and accounts with an extensive
network of influencers with
whom we are launching joint
Instagram giveaways that add
value for every participant.

Blogs & Online magazines
We are eager to:

Publish your articles on
our blog;
Create an
outstanding piece of
content (i.e. article,
travel guide,
infographic) for your
blog

we have partnered with:

TripAndTravelBlog
Guest Articles &

Mapping Megan
Magazinelatitudes
JustOneWayTicket
Elite Jetsetter
IronWulf
Luxury travel
magazine
...among many
others

Sponsored Posts

HOW IT WORKS
We partner with 30+
COLLECTIVE

influencers who have from
50k to 1M followers each and
launch the giveaway at

INSTAGRAM

GIVEAWAYS

@officialtravelgiveaways

Average expected gain: 2,000
- 6,000 of followers
The prize = 4 nights in a villa*
+ a money prize (i.e. airfare
credit)
To participate, users perfom
social actions, i.e. following
instagram profiles and liking
posts, which means you are
getting a guaranteed increase
in followers & engagement

1.000.000+
TOTAL REACH

*Money prize is provided by
influencers

We are working with
prominent influencers
with different target
groups, such as
@wzylouisey (139K on
Instagram),
@christinagalbato (232K)
and @anne_bodykiss
(174K), @onlyfortravel
(80k)

Influencer campaigns

Influencers are the
ones who define
trends and whom
consumers do trust
in the XXI century

Partnerships can happen in

the following forms:

- Hosted stay in exchange for
social media coverage + blog
posts
- Hosted stay in exchange for
professional video and/or photo
content *
*Villa owners receive a copy for
their own direct marketing

We aim to drive the real &
tangible results and bring
benefits for all parties.

Affiliate marketing

Thereby, we are happy to
provide a commission to our
marketing partners on every
booking made with their help
and support.

with Bloggers & Social

Media Influencers

How does it work:

- We set up a Long-Term/Onetime project with a social media
influencer or a travel blogger
- Forms of this collaboration may
vary
- For every booking made from the
referral of our partner, he / she
receives a 25% commission on the
deal

Blog giveaways

2 contests: Eats &
Retreats + Mapping
Megan
1st Contest: Participants
had to tell a unique travel
story that happened to
them to win 4 nights in
Thailand

Some of the benefits

of Projects with travel

blogs & magazines

Benefits for the villa owners:
- Permanent do-follow links,
which is extremely good for
SEO purposes
- Social media promotion of the

2nd Contest: Participants
(over 800 in 2 days) were
requested to comment,
subscribe or like the villa
and E&R social media
accounts ( FB or Instagram)

our services

villa
- Permanent promotional post
about the
C Ovilla
RPORATION
Benefits for the bloggers:
- Mutual promotion
- Efficient engagement tools
for the audience (e.g.
launching a contest with the
villa as a prize)

WE ARE

STRONGER

TOGETHER

Whether you are a villa
owner or a blog, influencer,
production company,
online magazine - no
doubts we will find a way to
set up a collaboration that
will add to the growth of all
parties involved.

CONTACT US
Rita Loktionova
Social media & content
marketing
rita@eatsandretreats.com

